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ABSTRACT

The electronic structures of three highly mismatched alloys (HMAs)—GeC(Sn), Ga(In)NAs, and BGa(In)As—were studied using density
functional theory with HSE06 hybrid functionals, with an emphasis on the local environment near the mismatched, highly electronegative
atom (B, C, and N). These alloys are known for their counterintuitive reduction in the bandgap when adding the smaller atom, due to a
band anticrossing (BAC) or splitting of the conduction band. Surprisingly, the existence of band splitting was found to be completely unre-
lated to the local displacement of the lattice ions near the mismatched atom. Furthermore, in BGaAs, the reduction in the bandgap due to
BAC was weaker than the increase due to the lattice constant, which has not been observed among other HMAs but may explain differences
among experimental reports. While local distortion in GeC and GaNAs was not the cause for BAC, it was found to enhance the bandgap
reduction due to BAC. This work also found that mere contrast in electronegativity between neighboring atoms does not induce BAC. In
fact, surrounding the electronegative atom with elements of even smaller electronegativity than the host (e.g., Sn or In) consistently
decreased or even eliminated BAC. For a fixed composition, moving Sn toward C and In toward either N or B was always energetically
favorable and increased the bandgap, consistent with experimental annealing results. Such rearrangement also delocalized the conduction
band wavefunctions near the mismatched atom to resemble the original host states in unperturbed Ge or GaAs, causing the BAC to progres-
sively weaken. These collective results were consistent whether the mismatched atom was a cation (N), anion (B), or fully covalent (C),
varying only with the magnitude of its electronegativity, with B having the least effect. The effects can be explained by charge screening of
the mismatched atom’s deep electrostatic potential. Together, these results help explain differences in the bandgap and other properties
reported for HMAs from different groups and provide insight into the creation of materials with designer properties.

© 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0179255

I. INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of isoelectronic impurities that are highly
mismatched with host structure, i.e., size and electronegativity, has
gained wide interest after the pioneering work of Shan et. al and
Wu et al.,1,2 because of the design freedom spanning a large range
of bandgap and lattice constants.3–12 These provide new opportuni-
ties for optoelectronics spanning a large wavelength range and
lattice match to Si/GaAs simultaneously. In contrast to traditional
alloys like GaAs, the properties of highly mismatched alloys

(HMAs) cannot be predicted using the virtual crystal approxima-
tion (VCA), in which the properties are determined by the
weighted average of the alloy endpoints.13 For example, adding N
to GaAs decreases the lattice constant, as expected, but it also
sharply decreases the bandgap,14,15 while the VCA would predict
the bandgap increasing toward that of GaN.

Many phenomenological models have been developed to
explain the counterintuitive change in the bandgap, including band
anticrossing (BAC),1,2 the hybridization of L-related states,16,17 the
interaction between localized clusters and host,18,19 or a
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combination of the N cluster and BAC model.20,21 Among these,
the rather simple BAC model successfully explained the significant
reductions in the bandgap and electron mobilities, and increased
effective mass in dilute nitrides.2,14,22,23 In the BAC model, with a
strongly electronegative impurity, as studied here, the mismatched
atoms strongly attract and at least partly localize the electron wave-
function near themselves, resulting in a new state, localized in real
space and extending across in reciprocal space. The interaction of
this new state with the host’s original Bloch-like conduction band
results in mutual repelling of the two, which can significantly affect
the bandgap of the alloy.1,2,24,25 Electropositive impurities such as
Bi in GaP similarly affect the valence band.26,27 Nevertheless, the
original BAC model, with a constant defect energy level across the
Brillouin zone (BZ), is incomplete: adequate band structures near
the zone center but failing to predict band structures away from
k = 0.28 Notably, BAC and hybridization interpretations are not
mutually exclusive. While the BAC model does have limits, as men-
tioned above, the present work shows that it applies at least as well
in dilute HMAs discussed in this paper, particularly for properties
near the zone center, which is our focus in this paper. As we show
below, the strength of the energy splitting associated with BAC
depends on the degree of localization near the “defect” atom,
which is tunable by alloy composition and atom arrangement,
among other things.

A simultaneous decrease in both the bandgap and the lattice
constant in Group IV HMAs (GeC) was also verified by the theory
and experiment,10,28–30 similar to III–V HMAs with group V atom
mismatched (GaInNAs). We have recently further explored HMAs
in which the group III atom is mismatched, i.e., BGaAs. These were
found to have a perturbation in the conduction band minimum
(CBM) as well, although the BAC is much weaker, as previously
predicted.31–34

However, a priori predictions of the effects of BAC, such as
bandgap, are still inconsistent. For example, both increased and
decreased bandgaps have been predicted for BGaAs,16,34–40 while
BAC definitively predicts a decrease in the CBM. The contradictory
observations and their underlying origins have lacked a systematic
study with a unifying explanation. This work sought to elucidate
the origins of the discrepancy originating from the unique size mis-
match effect of B, distinguishing it from other HMAs.

In addition, HMAs that include an additional, larger
element with weaker electronegativity, such as in BGaInAs,
GaInNAs, or GeCSn, frequently show a different bandgap from
HMAs without the larger species, and the variation changes
with anneal, presumably due to different atom distributions.41,42

A few studies have offered possible explanations, ranging this,
from energy level changes in different host structures,43 changes
in the coupling factor in different configurations,42 to wavefunc-
tion mixing in the conduction band.41 However, none of these
made a direct connection from changed parameters, i.e., wave-
functions, to quantified results in relation to BAC, and most
were difficult to generalize to other alloys. Moreover, the system-
atic exploration of blueshift mechanisms observed in BGaInAs
during annealing has been largely absent in previous studies.
Given the analogous blueshift observed in III–V HMAs, extend-
ing this analysis to group IV material systems like GeCSn could
yield valuable insights for growth processes and experimental

investigations. This work addresses the mechanisms behind the
blueshift.

The goals of this study were to (1) understand and distinguish
the origins of BAC in HMAs, separating electronegativity from
atom size, strain, and lattice distortions; (2) study the limits of BAC
in the limits of weak mismatch (B in GaAs) and compensating
atoms (In, Sn); and (3) generalize these results to HMAs as a class.

In this study, the electronic structures of GeC(Sn), Ga(In)
NAs, and BGa(In)As in different arrangements were studied using
density functional theory (DFT) with hybrid functionals. We incor-
porated results from Ga(In)NAs due to its well-established theory
and multiple experimental measurements in the literature. This
choice serves as a valuable benchmark for comparison, aiding a
deeper understanding of the other HMAs, particularly BGa(In)As
and GeC(Sn). The ternaries GaNAs and BGaAs and binary GeC,
each incorporating one single isolated mismatched atom, were first
studied to investigate the strength of BAC in each material. We
found that the bandgap decreases for GeC and GaNAs but
increases in BGaAs where the main differences come from the
strength of BAC and effects of structure distortion. Adding a
less-electronegative atom, such as in GeCSn, BGaInAs, or
GaInNAs, allowed tuning of both band splitting and bandgap
depending on the atom arrangement.

In the following discussion, “distortion” refers to the local dis-
placement of atoms from the perfect diamond or zincblende (ZB)
lattice, particularly the change in local bond lengths near the mis-
matched atom. In addition, to avoid confusion with signs, “stron-
ger” electronegativity here means larger in magnitude.

II. METHODS

DFT calculations of GeC(Sn), Ga(In)NAs, and BGa(In)As in
different arrangements were performed using the projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method under the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP).44,45 The exchange and correlation
were enabled by hybrid functional HSE06 to provide an accurate
electronic structure and bandgaps with reasonable computational
efficiency.46–48 The lattice structures of the alloys were constructed
using 128-atom supercells with zincblende structures. Plane waves
with energies up to 1.5 times the largest cutoff energy were
included. For GeC(Sn), Ga(In)NAs, and BGa(In)As, these values
were set to be 600, 600, and 478 eV, respectively. The electronic
convergence criterion was 10−8 eV for all supercells.32,49 A
Γ-centered, 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst–Pack grid was used for 128-atom
supercells to sample the Brillouin zone. Atom positions were
relaxed over a range of supercell sizes (lattice constants), and the
ground state system was obtained by fitting with the Birch–
Murnaghan equation50,51 followed by the re-relaxation of the struc-
ture under the lattice constant with the minimum system energy,
unless otherwise noted. Electronic properties were extracted based
on these optimized structures. When using supercells in DFT, the
bands outside the first Brillouin zone (BZ) get folded into the first
BZ, hindering a direct comparison of the band structure between
different arrangements. BandUP52–55 and PyVaspwfc56 were used
to unfold or project the band structure into the first Brillouin zone.
Representative tests including spin–orbital coupling (SOC) found
virtually no effect on the conduction band states where BAC
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occurs.1,28,32 Therefore, SOC was not included here. In addition,
unless otherwise noted, all strains reported herein are hydrostatic;
the effects of biaxial strain, such as splitting the degeneracy of light
and heavy holes, are the same as in traditional alloys, which are
well understood.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. BAC and local distortion

Based on Hjalmarson’s theory, the energy of isoelectronic
impurities in the band structure is related to the atomic orbital
energy.57 The N in GaAs, B in GaAs, and C in Ge are predicted to
each create a new state, shown as Ei in Fig. 1(a), that is located near
the host’s CB minimum. Since these states share the same s-like
symmetry on each atom, they cannot share the same energy but
instead show a band anti-crossing (BAC) or avoided crossing. The
original CBM, perturbed by the localized state, hybridizes into E+

and E− states as shown in Fig. 1(a). Using BGaAs as an example,
the charge distribution showed a strong charge peak around mis-
matched atoms in Fig. 1(b), indicating the localization of mis-
matched atoms. The strong charge peak around the C atom was
also observed in dilute GeC.28

While BAC in GeC has recently been disputed,29,30 it may be
worth noting that BAC in the GeC CB may be strong at Γ without
significantly affecting L or X.28 Early BAC papers assumed that the
energy of the isoelectronic impurity state and the interaction
strength V between the bands are both constant across the entire
Brillouin zone, rather than a function of k. However, if V is a func-
tion of k, strong near k = 0 and weaker with increasing |k|, then
BAC would move the CB edge at Γ without necessarily affecting L
or X. Indeed, we found a weak splitting toward L and none toward
X, but a strong splitting in Γ in the Ge127C1 band structure, as
shown in Fig. 2, indicating different interaction strengths. This leads
to a direct bandgap with an optical transition strength in the same
order as GaAs.28 Strong optical transitions, significant Γ character,
increased effective mass, and strain dependence of band energies
that track the Γ CB valley but not the L valley, together strongly
suggest that BAC applies to GeC as well as it does to GaAsN and
BGaAs.28 It is important to note that the aforementioned conclusion
is from the analysis of a single, isolated C atom in an artificially
ordered supercell. The properties of GeC may exhibit variations
when considering larger carbon concentrations with alloy disorder.

Two types of perturbation are induced by mismatched atoms:
size and electronegativity. The small-sized atom pulls neighboring
atoms inward, inducing local bond distortion that deviates from
the original host lattice positions. At the same time, the strong elec-
tronegativity of the mismatched species changes the wavefunction
or charge distribution due to the differences in the combined
potentials from the atom core and electron cloud.

The influences of the two types of perturbations were studied
both separately and together using 128-atom supercells with a
single mismatched atom (B, C, or N), as shown in Fig. 3(a). For
(110) lattice structure sketches, Z atom represents B, C, or N. In

FIG. 1. (a) A sketch showing the anticrossing and hybridization of highly mis-
matched “impurity” state Ei with original conduction band EC, forming E− and E+
bands. (b) Charge density map in the (110) plane shows localized charge near
B in BGaAs.

FIG. 2. (a) Unfolded band structure of Ge127C1. Strong CB splitting near Γ (k = 0), becoming weaker near edges of the first Brillouin zone. Size of dots represents similar-
ity with states from ideal Ge. Solid lines are guides to the eye. Reprinted with permission from I. A. Gulyas et al., J. Appl. Phys. 129(5), 055701 (2021).28 (b) Calculated
optical transition strength from the VB to trap or CB states at Γ for 128-atom GaAs, Ge, and Ge with single vacancy. GeC shows strong optical transitions consistent with
BAC.
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BGaAs and GaAsN, X is Ga and Y is As. In GeC, X and Z are both
Ge. The dashed circle is the original site of atoms in a perfect zinc-
blende structure. The second row shows the band structures that
result when the positions of atoms in Ge or GaAs were forced to
match the positions of the corresponding HMAs (BGaAs, GeC,
GaAsN) as sketched in axis labels for the second and fourth rows,
copying the structure distortion of the HMA to the host but exclud-
ing the mismatched species. The third row shows the converse, in
which the perfect diamond or ZB lattice host structure was frozen in
place and a single atom of the mismatched species was substituted
for the corresponding host atom, without allowing the atoms to
relax, thus excluding structure distortion, as shown in axis labels for
the first and third rows. The bottom row shows band structures of
the fully relaxed HMAs, including both the mismatched atom and
structure distortion. All configurations were studied considering one
isolated mismatched atom. The blue circles highlight that BAC
occurred if and only if the mismatched species were present, regard-
less of distortion in the lattice. On the other hand, the structure dis-
tortion without mismatched atoms restored a clean zone center
nearly the same as the unperturbed host band structure.

The bandgap changes in the above configurations were then
quantitively analyzed. For all three alloys, substituting a mismatched
atom but rigidly maintaining the same lattice positions as the host
(i.e., no relaxation) led to a decreased bandgap, as expected from

BAC, as shown in the column under pure chemical in Fig. 3(b). For
traditional alloys with a zincblende structure, a smaller lattice
should result in a larger bandgap. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(b) in
the column under pure distortion, the structure of pure GaAs and
Ge has increased bandgaps when distorted to match the same atom
positions as their respective HMAs BGaAs/GaAsN and GeC. In this
case, the decrease in the overall lattice constant induced by adding a
small, mismatched atom increases the bandgap, just as it does in tra-
ditional III–V alloys.

The strengths of BAC in different HMAs discussed above were
then evaluated. In the BAC model, the magnitude of conduction
band reduction is decided by the energies of the host CBM and the
impurity, and the coupling factor V. The coupling factors were cal-
culated using1

E+¼
�
EN þ EM + [(EN � EM)

2 þ 4V2
MN]

1/2
�
/2, (1)

where E− and E+ represent the energy levels of split bands after
BAC; EN and EM denote the energy levels of the isoelectronic impu-
rity and host, respectively, before anticrossing; and VMN is the cou-
pling factor that measures the strength of coupling between the
impurity state and the host state.

FIG. 3. (a) Band structures near the zone center for (B)GaAs, Ge(C), and GaAs(N), in a 128-atom supercell with single B, C, or N, treating mismatched atom electronega-
tivity and structure distortion separately. Gray lines are parabolic guides to the eye near CB/VB band edges. X = Ga or Ge. Y = As or Ge. Z = B, C, or N. The dashed circle
is the original site of atoms in a perfect zincblende (ZB) or diamond structure. The dashed circle is the original site of atoms in a perfect zincblende structure. (b) Bandgap
corresponding to configurations in (a), where X is the mismatched atom (B, C, N) and rel. denotes relaxation. Numbers represent the Bader charge analysis with a unit of
electron on the (110) plane, indicating the charge transfer in different configurations. Parts of (a) are reprinted with permission from Q. Meng et al. J. Appl. Phys. 132(19),
193104 (2022) and I. A. Gulyas et al., J. Appl. Phys. 129(5), 055701 (2021).
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The energy levels of E− and E+ bands were obtained from the
unfolded band structure calculations. The energy level of N impu-
rity is used as 0.23 eV above the GaAs CBM as referenced by Wu
et al.2 The energies of B and C states were extracted by fitting the
asymptotes of the E+ and E− bandgap with pressure. Specifically,
the C state was positioned at 0.06 eV below the Γ valley of Ge,28

while the B state was identified at 0.3 eV above the CBM of GaAs.58

Finally, the coupling factor for each alloy was calculated.
The calculated coupling factor V was 0.13, 0.29, and 0.21 eV

for unrelaxed BGaAs, GeC, and GaNAs [column pure chemical in
Fig. 3(b)], respectively. In fully relaxed substitutional HMAs, where
both the size mismatch and electronegativity mismatch exist, bond
length distortion around mismatched atoms has a different effect in
different HMAs. In strongly mismatched systems such as GeC and
GaNAs, a distorted lattice with smaller local bonds and lattice
constant can enhance the BAC, resulting in a further decreased
bandgap than one without distortion, as seen comparing the
column no rel. with X to column rel. with X in Fig. 3(b), similar to
that shown in a previous GaNAs report.59 As clearly seen in
Fig. 3(a), the separation between the E+ and E− bands became
more distinct with structural distortion. V largely increased at
about two times to 0.49 eV in GaAsN when the local Ga bond
length shrank by 15% from Ga–As to Ga–N. The increase in V was
smaller in GeC, from 0.29 to 0.33 eV, with bond length decreasing by
14% from Ge–Ge to Ge–C. On the contrary, in BGaAs, which is the
least mismatched of these alloys, even though the bond decreased
similarly by ∼12% compared with GeC and GaNAs, the bandgap did
not decrease. This appears to be due to the charge transfer between
neighboring bonds involving mismatched atoms, i.e., from B to As,
Ge to C, and Ga to N, which is easier if atoms are closer. As shown
in Fig. 3(b), the Bader charge analysis indicated a stronger charge
localization on C and N. In contrast, B does not pull as much charge
from its neighbors. Only the nearest-neighbor atoms are shown since
the perturbation on charge from the mismatched atom is essentially
confined to their first-nearest-neighbor atoms.

For HMAs with weak BAC (for example, V = 0.13 eV for
unrelaxed B0.016Ga0.984As), the reduction in the bandgap from BAC
is less than the increase due to structure distortion. The change in
the overall lattice constant due to the small size of boron increased
the bandgap that was larger than the decreased bandgap due to
weak BAC, resulting in an overall increased bandgap in relaxed
BGaAs. The compensation of size mismatch (strain) and chemical
mismatch (BAC) on the bandgap of BGaAs was first observed and
unusual in this material system. The detailed discussion for BGaAs
will be reported elsewhere.58 The much weaker BAC in mixed-
cation alloy BGaAs might be due to the structure symmetry differ-
ence between group III and group V sublattices16 or much weaker
electronegativity in group III elements compared with group V.36 It
could also be related to the charge variation in B, which is the
smallest among three mismatched atoms. The atom with the stron-
gest electronegativity will pull the electrons toward itself where the
process is much easier for anion (N) or covalent bond (C) alloys.
However, the B atom in BGaAs is expected to be a cation and give
electrons to the As atom, mitigating the ability for it to pull more
electrons from As. The effects of size and electronegativity in the
band structure for C, N, and B suggested two ways to manipulate
the localization stemming from the mismatched atom and

consequently tuning the behavior of BAC: (1) varying the local
bond length for strongly localized HMAs or (2) weaken the locali-
zation of the mismatched atom from atom species. We found that
incorporating larger atoms with the most thermodynamic favorable
distribution invokes both approaches.

B. BAC and NN arrangement

The behavior of HMAs when adding a larger atom species
with correspondingly weaker electronegativity (Sn or In) was
also studied, particularly with attention to atom arrangements.
Supercells of B0.047Ga0.812In0.141As with three B and nine In atoms,
Ge0.961C0.008Sn0.031 with one C and 4 Sn, and Ga0.937In0.063N0.016As0.984
with one N and four In were studied in various arrangements. For each
arrangement, ion structures were re-relaxed, and the fully relaxed lattice
constant was calculated as discussed in Sec. II. For the discussion
below, 1NNmax refers to the arrangement in which the two species
of atoms with the maximum difference in electronegativity are
arranged in first-nearest neighboring sites. For example, in GeCSn
and GaInNAs, 1NNmax arrangement means C–Sn and N–In
(respectively) are directly bonded to each other. On the other hand,
B and In are both group III atoms, so 1NNmax arrangement for
BGaInAs means B and In on the nearest group III sites, still sepa-
rated by an As atom.

We found that the most stable arrangements, with the lowest
system energies, were those where the largest atoms were as close as
possible to the smallest (most-mismatched) atoms, i.e., moving to
the right in Fig. 4(a). Bandgaps consistently increased during the
rearrangements as shown in Fig. 4(b). This agrees with the experi-
mental blueshift observed upon annealing in both GaInNAs and
BGaInAs, indicating atom rearrangements from random alloys in
as-grown to In–N (In–B) nearest neighbors favored structures upon
annealing.41,42,60–62 The mechanisms that lead to the increase in
the bandgap are slightly different. The lattice constants increased
in both GeCSn and GaInNAs but decreased in BGaInAs as shown
in Fig. 4(c). In GeCSn and GaInNAs, the local bonds transformed
from Ge–C (Ga–N) dominated to Sn–C (In–N) dominated with
longer bond length, increasing the overall lattice constant of the
alloy. We noted that the lattice constant for four Sn in 1NNMAX

was much larger than other configurations, probably because Sn
atoms were close enough to push against each other. As shorter
bond lengths make it easier for the localized state to perturb the
host conduction band, longer bond lengths raise the bar for charge
to transfer from loosely bonded atoms to tightly bonded atoms.
Subsequently, the bandgap reduction due to BAC decreased.
However, the lattice constant in BGaInAs slightly decreased with
decreased local bond length. Since strain has a larger effect and is
decoupled from BAC in BGaInAs, the reduced lattice constant
helped increase the bandgap in BGaInAs when rearranged to
increase In in 1NNmax sites.

In addition, we found that the localization of small, mis-
matched atoms weakened during the rearrangement. As shown in
Fig. 5, changing from no 1NNmax atoms to maximum 1NNmax

decreases the charge density near the mismatched C, N, and B
atoms, while the rest of the supercell showed an increase in the
charge density. This represents the transformation of the charge
from being localized on the mismatched atom to being more
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delocalized over the entire supercell. We attribute this to the screen-
ing of the electrostatic potential on the highly mismatched atom by
the larger, more loosely bound electron clouds from the
less-electronegative atoms (Sn, In). The compensated electrons
between species with the strongest electronegativity and weakest
electronegativity balanced the wavefunction concentration. It is
worth noting that the charge density of GeCSn and GaInNAs was
concentrated along the lines of C/N atoms of neighboring super-
cells but was sparse in other regions. This phenomenon was not
observed in BGaInAs. This might be because the C or N atom is
partly localized, leading to perturbations extending across several
bonds in the direction of the nearest mismatched atoms.

A longer local bond length in GeCSn and GaInNAs and the
screening effect in all three mismatched alloys weakened the ability

of C/B/N to cause BAC in GeSn/InGaAs. In the BAC model, the
energy separation between E− and E+ indicates the strength of the
interaction between the CB and mismatched atom state. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), the energy differences between E− and E+ decreased
moving from the fewest 1NNmax to most 1NNmax, leading to a
decrease in the bandgap. The maximum change in E− and E+ dif-
ferences is only 0.13 eV, compared with 0.29 eV (0.33 eV) in
GaInNAs (GeCSn), indicating that screening by the large atom (In)
has a much smaller effect in BGaInAs than the other alloys. The
delocalization of the wavefunction due to the screen effect also
made the perturbed CBM in HMAs more resemble the unper-
turbed host CBM.

To further evaluate the similarity between perturbed CBs in
HMAs and host CBM, the overlap integral of the wavefunction was

FIG. 4. Effects of rearrangement of largest atoms (In, Sn, and In) relative to the mismatched/smallest atom (B, C, N) in B3Ga52In9As64, Ge123C1Sn4, and Ga60In4N1As63,
respectively. Compositions are constant; only atom arrangements are changed. (a) Change in the total system energy, (b) change in the bandgap, (c) overall lattice cons-
tant, (d) local bond lengths, individually labeled.
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calculated. Although there were differences in the volumes of the
host supercell and the HMAs supercell, it is important to note that
the calculations considered a small fraction of alloying, leading to
minimal volume disparities between the host supercell and HMAs,
with a maximum difference of about 0.4%. These variations had a
minimal influence on the results of the overlap integrals. The wave-
function overlap was calculated using similar methods as described
in Ref. 28. The wavefunction ψn,k(~r) of a state in position r at wave
vector k and band n can be expressed in the form of plane wave
basis set as

ψn, k(~r) ¼
X
G

an,Ge
�i(~Gþ~k)†~r , (2)

where an,G is the plane wave expansion coefficients at band n and

wavevector k extracted from VASP’s WAVECAR output file using
WaveTrans or vaspwfc.63 G is the set of lattice points in reciprocal
space. All G values are examined in the range of

jGþ kj � Gcut ;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mEmax

p
/�h, (3)

where m is the mass of the particle, Emax is the plane wave cutoff
energy, and ℏ is the reduced Planck constant.

The overlap integral between states ψn,k(~r) and fm,k(~r) at
same k with the same basis set can then be expressed as

ψn,kjfm,k

� � ¼ δG1G2

X
G1

X
G2

a*n,G1
bm,G2 , (4)

where an,G2 and bm,G2 are the plane wave coefficients of ψn,k(~r) and

FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Charge density at the CBM with fewest 1NNmax for (a) BGaInAs, (b) GeCSn, (c) GaInNAs. (d)–(f ) Charge density at the CBM with most 1NNmax for
(d) BGaInAs, (e) GeCSn, (f ) GaInNAs. (g)–(i) Change in the charge density at the CBM between states with most 1NNmax vs fewest 1NNmax for (g) BGaInAs,
(h) GeCSn, (i) GaInNAs. Blue shows the regions where electron charge increases in arrangements with the fewest 1NNmax; yellow shows the increase in the charge in
regions with the most 1NNmax.
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fm,k(~r), respectively, and δ is the Kronecker delta function.
Additionally, if the two states used different basis sets in k, the
overlap integral was calculated in real space over the entire super-
cell as follows, with wavefunctions extracted by PyVaspwfc:56

ψn,kjfm,k

� � ¼
ððð

ψ*
n,k(~r)fm,k(~r)d

3r: (5)

Since the wavefunction is not perfectly normalized from the
VASP output,64 the plane wave coefficients at each k were indepen-
dently normalized as described in Ref. 28. We note here that the
wavefunction extracted from VASP WAVECAR does not strictly
represent the complete wavefunction due to the use of PAW
approximation for handling core electrons with a pseudo-potential.
However, given that the core electrons have relatively minimal
influence on optoelectronic properties compared with valence elec-
trons,65 the extracted wavefunction remains a valuable approxima-
tion, particularly when comparing relative changes in the
wavefunction across different configurations.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), with more 1NNmax, the overlap of
CBMs between HMAs and their host increased, especially for
GeCSn and GaInNAs. It is worth noting that, even without NN
rearrangement, the CBMs of BGaInAs, GeCSn, and GaInNAs were
less perturbed than same concentration BGaAs, GeC, and GaNAs.

Finally, the energy, lattice, and bandgap change in BGaInAs
during rearrangement were found to be much smaller than in
GeCSn and GaInNAs. The distance of the shortest bonding length
involved in rearrangement along with the electronegativity differ-
ences decided the upper limitation of bandgap change. In GeCSn
and GaInNAs, the rearranged elements, C–Sn and N–In, were
directly bonded to each other in the most stable structures with
bonding lengths of 2.22 and 2.21 Å and a maximum of four Sn

and In atoms. For BGaInAs, B and In atoms were bonded via As in
a bond distance of 4.82 Å, although B can have a maximum
number of surrounding In atoms of 12. In addition, the electroneg-
ativity difference is only 0.26 eV between B and In, compared with
0.41 eV between C and Sn, and 1.26 eV between N and In. The
larger rearrangement distance plus the smaller electronegativity dif-
ferences in BGaInAs limited the energy change in BGaInAs.
Indeed, the experimental blueshift in BGaInAs quantum wells
(QWs) with anneal is much smaller than in GaInNAs QWs with
even larger In concentration.61,62

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The band anticrossing (BAC) behavior of three different
highly mismatched alloys (HMAs) has been studied to compare the
effects of mismatch in anions (BGaAs), fully covalent atoms (GeC),
and cations (GaAsN). We found that bandgap decreased with the
addition of C and N but increased with B. This difference is
because 1) C/N atoms more strongly localize the electron state and
cause strong BAC, while B adds only weak localization; and 2) the
BAC is coupled with local bond length change for strongly local-
ized atoms, such as N and C, so a shorter bond length correlates
with stronger coupling between the localized atom and the host
band, further decreasing the bandgap. For BGaAs, BAC is almost
decoupled from the bond length and shows weakly localized B
states. For BGaAs, BAC was so weak that the bandgap increased
slightly with B, as the slight decrease in the overall lattice constant
had a stronger effect than the CB splitting effect from BAC.

Furthermore, BAC was inhibited in all HMAs by adding
larger atoms with weaker electronegativity, such as In or Sn, partic-
ularly if the smallest and largest atoms are arranged as the first-
nearest neighbors (1NNmax positions). The 1NNmax arrangements

FIG. 6. (a) Energy differences between E+ and E− states in BGaInAs, GeCSn, and GaInNAs, (b) Wavefunction overlap of the CBM of Γ between BGa(In)As and fully
relaxed GaAs, GeC(Sn) and Ge, Ga(In)NAs, and GaAs.
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were energetically favorable and, thus, likely to occur with post-
growth annealing. This weakening of BAC effects with 1NNmax

rearrangement can be attributed to the changes in structural distor-
tion and wavefunction delocalization due to the screening effects of
the strongly electronegative, highly mismatched atom by the new
weakly electronegative atoms. As a result, the bandgap consistently
increased in BGaInAs, GeCSn, and GaInNAs with nearest-neighbor
rearrangement toward 1NNmax. Additionally, this rearrangement in
BGaInAs tended to decrease the overall lattice constant, which also
increased the bandgap. Therefore, the overall bandgap change in
BGaInAs during rearrangement was much smaller than GeCSn or
GaInNAs, which was likely due to the rearrangement in BGaInAs
in the third shell of neighboring atoms and the weak localization of
B in GaAs.
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